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Abstract

In this study, we aim to put forth the
participatory budget’s structural effects aimed at the future
along a participatory spectrum especially for developing
countries in OECD. The formation of the structural
framework of a participatory budget take important place
both in clarifying the internal dynamics of the participatory
spectrum and in ensuring structural harmony between the
OECD member countries. In this stage, it should be put
forth both the redistributive effects of a participatory
budget and consultative structural location in its forming
process that are related to be improved citizen awareness of
councilors in their wards via public contributing. In other
hand, this approach contains also the process that is
increased resident control over the allocation of some
resources. Whichever case is in developed stages for a
developing country that regardless of the location, the
participatory budget is an audit budget and this public
locational position is an indispensable practice of fiscal
transparency. This structural importance of participating
budget come out from this improved intergenerational
institutionally structure to understanding for especially
developing countries and OECD has determined some
important fact in aimed terms as its member countries for
these countries to developing process which are also
meaningful in todays. In this context, the participatory
budget fact has creative location as a corner stone for
developing countries which contribute to improvement a
fiscal stability in these countries as a meaningful
phenomenon within OECD's general aims.

Keywords The Participatory Budgeting, Public Budget
Spectrum, Fiscal Stability, Fiscal Transparency, Fiscal
Budget Audit

1. Introduction
While participatory budgeting is often referred to as a
multi-faceted concept in terms of its content, it particularly
emphasizes the concept of public communication network
and active citizenship in developing countries. In this

context, this concept means both active citizenship that is
related to financial audit and financial transparency aimed
at public budget balances. Nevertheless, it is fact that it
can be argued that the concept of participatory budget
means that it is far beyond this structural situation for
developing countries. It is noteworthy that some studies on
the scope of the participatory budget concept and the
differentiation of the budget spectrum in the OECD studies,
especially for developing countries, are meaningful. Some
of the work done by the OECD [19] which aims to be an
especially active participant in fiscal transparency is
noteworthy. The another study on participatory active
citizenship at the budget level earlier by OECD [15] is also
one of the first in this regard that contain some developing
countries financial matters related to participating
budgeting. In this stage the main object of OECD is to
contribute to the public budget formation spectrum as
especially via it is considered citizens' supports levels. The
work of Ganuza and Baiocchi [5], which expresses how a
participatory budget will have a global impact level with its
internal dynamics, has an important place in the recent
studies. Namely, the creation of a harmonized public
budget, particularly for developing countries' relations with
other developed OECD countries, the internal dynamics of
an inclusive budget reform need to be addressed in the
direction of the OECD's expectations.
Therefore, these formats to shift the discussion away
from the impact of participatory budget should try to
answer that why is fairly important that participatory
budget's contributing levels. It means that all social
demands are channeled through participatory budgets and
all the other channels should support these essentially
dynamics with ways of civil contacts with the operations
actively on the part of the population. And at this point
need to also answer this fundamental question that we try
to put forth in developing countries throughout OECD's
objectives: This action what is fact that it is that aimed to
financial development under the name of participatory
budgeting and what its spectrum bring to a successful is
adoption via these dynamics of budgeting in itself. On the
other hand, it should not be missed that the participatory
public proposals made require to put forth via civil society
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formations in OECD should be based on institutions
inevitably directed towards the correlated financial
structures for global participatory. But a participatory
budget approach, whatever is this situation expression, can
be almost a compound of all these dynamics due to these
will have been occurred reasonably beyond these
procedures that are based on the participation of “ordinary”
citizens allowed to debate the general interests. In this
sense, the participatory budget is not only a part of a social
plan, but at the same time it is a common sanctions
procedure that is draw the attention of common global
financial objectives for OECD as common financial
sanctions. Certainly, in this participatory spectrum the
public decision-making process should be organized on the
basis of a multiply socio-economic stage process in which
decisions are adopted progressively aimed at publically
participatory process. Therefore, for the OECD, a
participatory budget concept reaches a concrete common
structure with the measurement of public participation and
the significance of the cleared impact of socially based
financial dynamic.

2. The Effects of Public Participations
to Public Budget Spectrum in OECD
The public budgets are the financial formations that
contain the responsible for the dynamics of public social
participation due to have to reflect all the public choices. In

this sense, it is not wrong to see the participatory budget
concept in a development trend compatible with the social
and political development process. In other words, this
approach represents a balance between public preferences
and publicly productive interests in the budgeting spectrum.
The concept of participatory public budgeting can be
considered in two financial terms for public spectrum
actually related to public budget spectrum especially for
developing countries. On the other hand, the participatory
budgeting process must also provide global financial
integration, and it also provides a framework for
co-operation for each public purpose [14]. Because, this
process is the opportunity period of public inform that is
experienced in the transfer of public authority together with
the public agenda directed toward to ensure the
participatory budgeting spectrum in the same process.
The effects of public participatory occur in this perfectly
point that is related to public decision making process
formation, which means the process of involving
participatory citizens in decision making concerning the
redistribution of public funds for participatory budgeting
aimed at the future [11]. Therefore, it is fairly meaningful
the participatory spectrum of OECD's decision making
related to the scope of decisions whole because of
concerning fiscal balances information on the
budget-setting process and spending-buying choices
priorities. Figure 1 below puts forth the effect process of
participatory budgeting being concerned spectrum that is
propped up by OECD's accepted and its level of
participatory.

8

Sources: Public Policy Institute for Wales-(PPIW) (2017), Participatory Budgeting: An Evidence Review, 2017.
Figure 1. The Public Participation Spectrum to Formation Participatory Budgeting
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As in Figure 1. The Public Participation Spectrum to
Formation Participatory Budgeting seen on figure 1, the
increasing structural impacts on the making decision
process effect on the consults via inform process. At this
stage, the structural position of participatory budgeting also
provides important criteria for the formation of new
budgets especially in the associated budget applications.
On the other hand, this concept come to mean keeping to
promise to the public contributing in the budget process via
public's participation spectrum. Providing a balance
between public aims and public preferences is the primary
purpose of this spectrum [1]. This is because the primary
source of authority transfer in the creation of the public
budget must be the publically approaches that concept can
ensure to share the associated obligations. It should be
defined as a meaningful financial transparency audit this
financial location aimed at participatory budget process
due to determine the effective financial resources [1].
OCED' sanctions are in the same directed line to reach
the financial participatory budget objectives. In this context,
increasing the effects of public choice decision making
bring forth the spectrum features me participation based on
active information sharing in the public sharing. Because,
active knowledge sharing bring forth the participated
expectations and has a meaningful feature to provide
feedback on how public input influenced decisions, which
produce the main stone of participatory budgets [10].
Throughout this participatory spectrum, the involving
concept can be explained as work with citizens to ensure
that their concerns and expectations are directly reflected in
the different choices and produce feedback on how public
input influenced decisions. In fact, it can be said that the
level of public impact brings up at this perfectly point in
creating a participatory budget, which direct the next stages
of participatory formatting. This fact is both a part of public
budget dynamics and a structural key that the conclusions
effects of budget allocations for public preferences. In the
same time as related to process for collaborate is to tend to
citizens for advice with innovations in formulating
solutions and incorporate and recommendations into the
decisions to maximum dimensions possible is an
indispensable required approach.
This fact is also considered, as a sharing dimension of
spectrum, cover over the entire course of the participatory
budgeting. As the last stage for participatory effects can be
said that is to enforce what we decide and control over how
the public’s input for ensuring the different types of
participatory budgeting. At this point, decision making
process for participatory budgeting contain both fractional
dynamics of public different alterations that are belonged
to the structural values and the radical reforms components
with elements for next years’ participatory decisions [2].
Therefore, the effects of participatory budgeting spectrum
are the sum of all of the whole spectrum alterations as
whole collected dynamics for participatory budgeting. In
addition to this, the strengthening of some public units
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related to authorization transfer aimed at the budget
requires clear definition of public authorities. Because the
change in the understanding of public authority is probably
important for the participatory budget cleared for its effects
evaluations [6]. In this way, the participatory budgeting
system has a structure which is obliged to be audited at the
level of impact of public participation. In this stage it is
needed that the formation related to public participation
force to this effect level at each stage via open audit.
Certainly this the effect level express the accomplishment
of participation in budget allocation process in the provided
conditions throughout budgeting process [6].

3. Developing Performance Advantages
in Budgeting Stage directed towards
OECD for the Participatory
Budgeting
Participatory budgeting obligated to aim or developing
performance procedures that include some important
budgeting advantage in scope of OECD’s objectives. On
the other hand, also this concept that is pertaining to
participation scales put forth some meaningful risk factors
that mean the structural reforms and use performance
information in the same terms. In this context, OECD aim
to integrate performance information for participatory
budget, which contain some recommendation for
measuring and assessing performances throughout budget
practices especially turned towards developing countries.
All these practices to participatory budgeting, first of all,
should bring up to meet the accounted performance system
aimed at transforming budget formatting via political and
local administrative for developing countries [8]. In this
framework, it can be said that OECD's structural
participatory spectrum put forth in five progressive terms
occurred for developing countries.
3.1. The Implementations Approaches to Participatory
Budgeting in OECD and its' Structural
Framework
In practice, the structural framework of a participatory
budget reveals also the political change criteria of the
countries as well as some radical change proposals for
budgeting process. In other words, undoubtedly, there are
also significant responsibilities of OECD to address
common obligations aimed at ensuring the associated
performances and financial sanctions at this related
budgeting stage. Surely, before all else the concerned
implementation approaches can be expressed in divide
some structural terms into classes in its own structural
framework.

First of these, it is improving public budget
performance
management
and
budgeting
procedures that OECD recommend these structural
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alterations especially for developing countries.
And also, this alteration process has seen required
by OECD to ensure global financial integrations
[9].
Second, it is determination that budget
participatory
establishment
capacities
of
government actors in the scope of their authority
power [12].
Third, it is that enhancing social inclusion and
participations, which are to focus on budget
construction.
Fourth, it is that institutions policy and legislative
forms that support the participatory budgeting
process, which put forth to mean public
contributing in the making budget process [7].
Fifth, it is that enabling cross-national tracking of
budget openness is approach that is to be supported
via all countries for developing countries. The
phenomenon has seen inevitably being required by
OECD due to ensure financial capital integration
for ensuring the different types of participatory
budgeting [17].

This process includes also a greater role to the
institutional identifying with associated managing
implementations that put forth strategic outcomes related
to sanctions for OECD's aiming in all entities. At this
stage, we should not state that a participatory budget is the
most important frame dynamics and results oriented net
policies. These policies express also the whole
government's planning within reporting on the institutional
context which is directed towards the public. Furthermore,
it is possible to address these target responsibilities in
conjunction with performance expectations created within
the structural dynamics of the participatory budget. At this
point, the objectives set out by the strategic partnership
plan are also a definition of the rudimentary framework
that means to support OECD's financial politics for the
common development of developing countries. It is
meaningful for these dynamical frameworks to determine
which contribution levels will clearly influence the
objectives
in
achieving
publically-institutional
participation in achieving the objectives. Throughout the
matter of designing the governments wide system the
timing in the budgets allocations to ensure dynamics is
important for reforming approaches that mean independent
implementations. This critter is meaningful aimed at
implementation dynamics and development the potential
managerial structures among framework dynamics for a
participatory budgeting. And also this structural location
encourages an important emphasis as a key that perform
actors especially in developing countries within OECD's
recommend features [18].
This formation has also a potential to improve the aimed
management of participatory budgeting as effective results
throughout budgeting practicing as a whole of dynamics. It

is very important to state that the next upper tier of this
position is the accountability of the applications in this
process. Control of all independent expenditures is already
a pre-emptive warning for developing countries in the
OECD like a corner stone for occurring participatory
budgeting [20]. On the other hand, this feature purposes to
improve probably declining the underlying causes of poor
participatory performance to ensure the effective
participatory budgeting throughout the aimed budgeting
process. Again, it is important to emphasize that the
formation of a participatory budgeting framework
dynamics must be based on financial transparency
dynamics, which purpose the accountability process of
performance-based applications. These transparency
dynamics are directly related to put forth both publically
accountability and Parliament responsibilities for a
meaningful participatory process. In this context, all
structural change models can be defined as participatory
public budget dynamics. Therefore, performance-based
budget implementations incorporate the defining
objectives of a participatory budget, as well as qualitative
identification of expenditures on public targets. Namely,
this structural content also means put forth the main
dynamics of the structural framework of a participatory
budget into participatory budget implementations.
In the light of all this, a participatory public budget
suggests that all financial resources involve the using of
public resources in public decision-making processes, and
it needs to be in a structural framework should be balancing
the comparison of public resources and public objectives.
This approach framework should put forth to be directly
defined to the standards clearly of performances of budgets
[24]. This framework, on the other hand, also forms the
framework dynamics of common public programs for the
development of budget efficiency performance programs.
In addition, we must emphasize that these dynamics of a
participatory
budgeting
express
significant
macroeconomic dynamism for economic development.
Because, the building blocks of public budget are also
indicative of a meaningful economic performance. Each
dynamic of a participatory budget reveals the economic
policy dynamics of OECD countries, and these dynamics,
as general accepted components, are considered
meaningfully developmental indicators for these countries.
In this stage, in particular, we must emphasize that a
participatory budget forms a common ground for public
priorities and budgetary dynamics within a framework of
accountability that is directly responsible to the effective
distribution of financial resources for developing countries
via these dynamics. Therefore, a performance-based
budget for developing countries is shaped by its
result-oriented dynamics that cover also results evaluations.
However, the implementation budget process that we are
referring to in application of the budget is only gaining in
effectiveness with the dynamism of the participatory
budgeting dynamics, which mention these dynamics [3].
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3.2. The Potential Risk and Benefits related to The Participatory Budgeting for Implementations Process
A participatory budgeting process throughout its implementation undoubtedly involves different benefits and risks for
different stages. In other words, this fact is mean that there will have been reformed some budgeting implementations [13].
Since all benefits and risk factors are meaningful at every stage of a performance implementation, it is possible that the
potential benefits and risks of the participation process for a participatory budget may also emerge at this stage. It appears
that the benefits associated with the accession process are often brought about by increasing the effectiveness of the
decision-making process. Decisions processes, generally, need more information for co-ordinations that this manages the
structural alteration process [25]. From the beginning to the end of the implementation period of the participatory
budgeting, each phase also reveals government practices that have certain standards. This process is meaningful in order
to evaluation the budgetary results probably via top-down observing toward to put forth government reports. This
framework approach produce also the infrastructure dynamics related more flexibility including more responsibility to
reach the aimed performances for participatory budgeting via the evaluation of performance in practicing. In the
following figure 2, we can see the risks and benefits components both in top-down and bottom up approaches in
participatory budgeting process.

Source: OECD, Performance Budgeting in OECD Countries, 2007.
Figure 2. Potential Risks and Benefits of Performance in the Participatory Budgeting Process

That is an inevitable fact that institutional structural
incentives accelerate also the process of target reforms by
encouraging, which ensure the approaches contributions of
each participant. Potential risks can arise from different
structural problems in the implementation process. This
means that the structural risks have different effect levels in
the considered process. At the first, the defective structural
flexibility causes to fall the gain of budget reforms that
contribute to form the participatory budget, which increase
the reporting feed-back related to the evaluations of budget
implementations. This fact causes also to unsuccessful of
the decisions making process and meaningless time
consuming to implement that result in more increasing
risks. In this stage, as a the structural following of
participatory budgeting the focused-result budgeting can

need to more expensive performance due to lack of
co-coordination, and increasing risks to make right
decisions result in less public contributing to support
incentives and in lack of consistency [21]. And the
participatory budgeting can be considered in two terms in
order to definite budgeting aimed at to direct financial
decision making. Firstly, potential risks have to be
supported by the way of monetary policies to budgeting
reforms to financial agencies’ needs.
This approaches would decrease the probably risk
factors and pave the way for more meaningful decisions
making. This fact can be accepted the primary corner stone
to constitute and maintain the participatory budgeting.
Secondly, the responsiveness to publicly choices and civil
community options could be increased from top to bottom
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up to ensure the sharpness of participatory levels, which
put forth participators' benefits. Secondly, the
responsiveness to publicly choices and civil community
options could be increased from top to bottom up to ensure
the sharpness of participatory levels, which put forth
participators' benefits. This structural function facilitates
all the coordination monitoring for participatory budgeting
implementations and could increase benefits functions
related to publicly-institutional participators [4]. The
breadth of the knowledge base of a participatory budget is
fairly important at the decision-making center, as well as
the possible structural changes, in order to reach to the
financial integrations in OECD. Asymmetric information
fact to ensure the creation of a participatory budget is an
absolutely unacceptable phenomenon due to cause the
deviations of associated aims. In other words, significant
creation disillusionment of asymmetric information in
underdeveloped OECD countries is the biggest obstacle to
participatory budget integration. As the object of OECD is
support for developing countries to ensure the associated
common financial values, asymmetric information appears
in, as inevitable, these countries' budgets.
This fact can be considered in two terms to the
participatory budgets as related to its effects [22]. First,
OECD is not sufficient accomplishment level to reach the
aimed integrations developing countries, which mean
unable greater responsiveness to publicly choices and civil
communities. Secondly, OECD could not take on the
sufficient responsibility to overcome deal with the
unconsidered perverse incentives and deviations financial
behavior in scope of new approaches. In this case, the
benefits elements that are shown in Figure 2 cannot be
sustained in a balanced structure to support to developing
countries. This is because benefits and risk distributions are
more likely to fairly negatively affect less developed
countries in terms of the level of development of the
countries. In this case, OECD, as a developing cooperation
unity, needs more the structural analysis related to the
deduction process to ensure the induction. For this reason,
the existence of participatory budgeting also requires that
the countries be subject to these analyses at different
development levels from time to time, and it justifies the
responsibility analysis of each financial resource for the
budget. Certainly, this fact form the essence core of
participatory budgeting related to OECD's requirements
[26].

4. Conclusions
The phenomenon of participatory budgeting presents an
important financial framework for OECD member
countries. In this context, the general principles of
participation, including the general principles of the OECD
and all Member States, constitute the dynamics of a
participatory work for the countries at the same period.
Developing countries, particularly in relation to their

different levels of development, represent different
budgetary commitments, but the main principle is an out of
growth of responsibilities to ensure participatory process.
The main principles of participatory cover also the
budgeting performance that is meaningful in allocation
evaluating. This fact ensures clarity the clearer financial
resources in evaluating period including financial reforms.
As developing countries in OECD are needed financially
supports, in this stage, in order to both ensuring budget
balances and growing participatory via public audits. On
the other hand, it should also be emphasized that a
participatory budgeting is an important analytical ground
in the public electoral paradigm. Increasing decision
responsibilities for the public budget are also a key element
of the reflection of public options on the budget via
publically effects.
In other words, the increasing level of participation is
directly proportional to the public responsibilities. The fact
that developing countries are not sufficient effect levels
throughout at the desired level in public decision-making
mechanisms could be understood to be a result of not being
able to reflect the financial participation to the decision
processes at the desired level. The lack of sufficient
institutional qualifications is the most problem to reach the
desired participatory levels in developing countries. As this
aim OECD's general developing units should provide again
the decision making process framework via the associate
participatory values. The goal in process is to achieve
better ordination and monitoring that contribute positively
to the participatory process. But all the structural
differences create difficulties to reach the desired
participatory levels especially in developing countries, and
that phenomenon should be analyzed by OECD for all
members if the main goals provide the participatory
budgeting. Therefore, determination of financial
responsibilities by the OECD taking place in the process of
possible financial reforms for developing countries
requires socio-economic infrastructure reforms that
primarily support participation.
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